### 3-Day Pioneer Ride
**October 4, 5, 6, 2007**

**Day 1 55-30**
**Day 2 100-50-25**
**Day 3 50-25 & 10-Mile Fun Ride**

~~Ride Staff~~
- Ride Manager & Trail Boss: Sarah Engsberg
- Ride Manager & Ride Secretary: Tamra Schoech
- Timers: Nancy Gooch, Samm Bartee, Jim Underwood
- Water: Tim Clark
- Farrier: Bernie Morgan
- Vet Check Managers: Candace & Brian Bourne
- Photographers: Daniel Johnson (Thu/Fri)

~~Vet Staff~~
- Head Vet: Otis Schmitt
- Treatment Vet: Ken Marcella
- Equine Massage: Micheal Beesley
- AHA Steward: Susan Kasemeyer
- Ride & Tie Manager: Joanne Mitchell

All-around: Joe Schoech

---

**Thank YOU to our Wonderful VIP Volunteers...**

---

**Oct 4 2007  155 miles, 3-Days  31 max. one-day starters,** Junior Josie Whelan on **Southern Rock**

**Oct 4 2007  30 miles, 48 starting, 44 finishing**

| 1  | 03:20 | Gale, Patty B. on Shalerro Marks | Best Condition |
| 2  | 03:21 | Anderson, Suzie on Rhythm In Red |
| 3  | 03:21 | Whiteacre, Catherine on Yasmin Tseacoast |
| 4  | 03:23 | Palm, Gunnar on JF Ibn Serenada |
| 5  | 03:24 | Clark, Jeane on Psyches Traveler |
| 6  | 03:25 | Millward, Wendy on Gemini Atlantis |
| 7  | 03:26 | Cota, Ken on Vermillion Fox Fire |
| 8  | 03:27 | Cloower, Margaret on Winter Storm |
| 9  | 03:28 | Gowen, Patsy on PW September Hero |
| 10 | 03:30 | O’Donnell, Brenda K. on Tomoka Speed |
| 11 | 03:31 | Abernethy, Cynthia on BF Burlington |
| 12 | 03:32 | Capps, Katherine on Khomet’s Sassi Bambi |
| 13 | 03:33 | Dold, Mary on LaDonnahl |
| 14 | 03:34 | Liddell, Anne on RJ Baskanova |
| 15 | 03:35 | Linebarger, Debbie G. on Jayyid |
| 16 | 03:36 | Hudson, Vicki on Zydeco Boogie |
| 17 | 03:37 | Sumrall, Lori on Sey More Proof |
| 18 | 03:38 | Eilers, Jenny on Wind Of Heaven |
| 19 | 03:39 | Dandridge, Kathy on Desimir |
| 20 | 03:40 | Bellafato, Renee on Austintacious |
| 21 | 03:41 | Price, Terry on Vizirs Princess |
| 22 | 03:42 | Nord, Mary on Tonkahs Toy Soldier |
| 23 | 03:43 | Williams, Kimberly Joy on Minmitmaid |
| 24 | 03:44 | Willcox, Victoria on Mystiq Temptation |
| 25 | 03:45 | Guillebeau, Weebie on Shetan |
| 26 | 03:46 | Worboys, Shef on Zantara |
| 27 | 03:47 | Thompson, Gail on Misty Sea Brillance |
| 28 | 03:48 | Burris, Robin on Boz |
| 29 | 03:49 | Brooks, Susan on Saker |
| 30 | 03:50 | Salas, Allison K. Lisa on The Negotiator |
| 31 | 03:51 | Lowe, Tracie on Intuit |
| 32 | 03:52 | Kasemeyer, Susan on Rushcreek Quantum |
| 33 | 03:53 | Wilson, Erika on Midnight Bravo |
| 34 | 03:54 | Nelson, Rebecca Mysinger on SFA Kamaal |
| 35 | 03:55 | Nelson, Troy J. on ABA Kamaal Zerafe |
| 36 | 03:56 | Burks, Lynnette on Bolita |
| 37 | 03:57 | Jocher, Irina on FE Medieval Magic |
| 38 | 03:58 | Clark, Judith A. on Stormy |
| 39 | 03:59 | Lammire, Jane on Ride My Harley |
| 40 | 04:00 | Turaski, Lily on Sam Mazon |
| 41 | 04:01 | Truett, Lorena on Al-Marah Kindho |
| 42 | 04:02 | Johnson, Lisa on Georgia Gold |
| 43 | 04:03 | Duffy, Libby on The Wiley Coyote |
| 44 | 04:04 | Gould, Dick on BR Flashfire |
Oct 4 2007  55 miles, 22 starting, 16 finishing

1 06:21 LaComette, Debra on Copperhillplayboy
2 06:22 Vinton, Yvette on Faras Fall
3 06:57 Snook, Lucy on Orzels Oddysey  Best Condition
4 Wilson, Sharon on Buddy
5 Wilde, Fran on Congos Destiny
6 Carlson, Joylen on Netterush
7 Van Deusen, Cheryl on JS Sedona Sun
8 Thomson, Sandra on Bey Shamala
9 Whelan, Josie on Southern Rock
10 Whelan, Amy on TLA Monkey Bzness
11 Horst, Laura on SH Embargo
12 Johnson, April on Santana
13 Bell, Cynthia on BSF Take AChance
14 Smith, Megan on Ramses Khamsin
15 Smith, Christy on TC Ladys Dawn
16 Schoech, Joseph on Kamakazi Bay B

Oct 5 2007  25 miles, 42 starting, 37 finishing

1 03:06 Gowen, Patsy on PW September Hero
2 03:09 Gale, Patty B. on Shalerro Marks BC
3 Galloway, Keith on Stone
4 Bellafato, Renee on S Justfineanddandy
5 Dandridge, Kathy on Desimir
6 Sumrall, Lori on Sey More Proof
7 Clover, Margaret on Winter Storm
8 Galloway, Elizabeth on Fancy That Chance
9 Abernethy, Cynthia on BF Burlington
10 Nord, Mary on Tonkahs Toy Soldier
11 Nelson, Troy J. on Rainman Gadaf
12 Linebarger, Debbie G. on Jayyid
13 Baessler, Lucy H. on Cloudy's Valintine
14 Nelson, Rebecca Mysinger on SFA Kamaal
15 Price, Terry on Vizirs Princess
16 Gage, Jim W. on Razira Falih
17 Salas, Allison K. Lisa on The Negotiator
18 Dold, Mary on LaDonnahh
19 Millward, Wendy on Gemini Atlantis
20 Smith, Megan on Embraceable You
21 Eilers, Jenny on Wind Of Heaven
22 Brooks, Susan on Saker
23 Duffy, Libby on The Wiley Coyote
24 Dinkelmann, Christo on Skoly
25 Burris, Robin on LT Bright Patch Joker
26 Harrop, M. Patricia on Boz
27 Petras, Johnny on Razzy Amir
28 Canfield, Andrea Crasi on Desperadosphantom
29 Patterson, Charles O. on JMK Zana
30 Williams, Kimberly Joy on Minitmaid
31 Wilcox, Victoria on Mystiq Temptation
32 O'Donnell, Brenda K. on Tomoka Speed
33 Wilson, Erika on Midnight Bravo
34 Capps, Katherine on Matilda Masterpiecew
35 Thomson, Sandra on Tiki Bander
36 Roger Norris on Bee Candys Shadow
37 Jill Bangmyer on Dakota Dream

Oct 5 2007  50 miles, 31 starting, 24 finishing

1 05:14 Disbrow, Kara on Veinte Corona
2 05:14 Godwin, Claire R. on EH Ahmose  Best Condition
3 Hannah, Bonni on Rezus Respite
4 Bunnell, Becky on BR Jubaleigh
5 Mullen, Sue A. on Forever Noel
6 Farris, Mary on Thundering Overtime
7 Nicholson, Holly on Jamag Golden Boy
8 Mansuetti, Alicia on Patrolons Star+
9 Crowe, Wesley on Kweta Bentley
10 Knight, Betsey on Seyvillas Jabar
11 Krell, Darlene on Cool Breeze
12 Meuten, Nicki on Not Tonight
13 Meuten, Don on RF Priceless
14 Whelan, Amy on Belteshazzar PH
15 Thompson, Megan on Teese
16 Summers, Margaret Claire on Mardi Gras Tuesday
17 Vinton, Yvette on Adida
18 Lowe, Tracie on Intuit
19 Connelly, Faith on Gazetka
20 Olson, Foster on Rockette Survivor
21 Shannon Williams on Zane Bey
22 Hayes, Laura on SHF Tifaan
23 Whelan, Josie on Southern Rock
24 Davis, Casey on Luca Grey
Oct 6 2007  25 miles, 68 starting, 66 finishing

1  02:49 Knight, Betsey on Bonafyed  Best Condition
2  Gowen, Patsy on PW September Hero
3  Sumrall, Lori on Sey More Proof
4  Abernethy, Cynthia on BF Burlington
5  Gale, Patty B. on Shalerro Marks
6  Galloway, Elizabeth on Stone
7  Norton, Linda on Apollo
8  Cota, Ken on Vermillion Fox Fire
9  Clark, Jeanne on Psyches Traveler
10 Abernethy, Cynthia on BF Burlington
11 Magee, Kathy on Elden
12 Price, Jack on Negm El Sabah
13 Whiteacre, Catherine on Yasmin Tseacoast
14 Smith, Christy on TC Ladies Dawn
15 Smith, Megan on Embraceable You
16 Clower, Margaret on Winter Storm
17 Bellafato, Joe on S Justfineanddandy
18 Bellafato, Renee on Austintacious
19 Anderson, Suzie on Rhythm In Red
20 Petras, Johnny on Cazzie
21 Dandridge, Kathy on Desimir
22 Tabitha Fienennann on Evening Heir
23 Magee, J.D. on Lucky
24 Young, Cindy S. on CS Suprise Dream
25 Galloway, Keith on Breaker
26 Dold, Mary on LaDonnahh
27 Bartlett, Art on Encores Image
28 Liddell, Anne on RJ Baskanova
29 Burris, Robin on LT Bright Patch Joker
30 Rueter, Nelia on Cherwona
31 Abby Musselman on JS Sedona Sun
32 O'Donnell, Brenda K. on Tomoka Speed
33 Larrimore, Jane on Ride My Harley
34 Lowe, Tracie on TLC Eternal Warlord
35 Benson, Kyle on Domino'sMidnightCommander
36 Capps, Mallory on Dasher
37 Capps, Katherine on Khomet's Sassi Bambi
38 Eilers, Jenny on Wind Of Heaven
39 Nord, Mary on Tonkahs Toy Soldier
40 Clark, Peggy on Nyyo
41 Gorsuch, Robin on Loves Flaming Beau
42 Perry, Cheryl on Koweta Vanna Faye
43 Baessler, Lucy H. on Cloudy's Valintine
44 Gage, Jim W. on Latte Royale
45 Haley Hamill on Tammero Gift
46 Mike Carroway on Masterpiece
47 Chloe Barnett on Silver Shadow
48 Schmitt, Becky S. on Rushcreek Ozzie
49 Michael Carraway on Bay Radioactive
50 Irwin, Lauren J. on Lord Amaru
51 Salas, Allison K. Lisa on The Negotiator
52 Clark, Judith A. on Stormy
53 Krueger, Lea L. on King's Cutting Edge
54 Lee, Lisa J. on GAA Irish
55 Williams, Teresa on Tink Thee Belle
56 Rhoda Hammerstrom on Rainman Gadaf
57 Nelson, Troy J. on ABA Kamals
58 Nelson, Rebecca Mysinger on SFA Kamaal
59 Crawford, Keith on Primo
60 Kenelly, Lynn on Gazetka
61 Debbie Connelly on Zena The Warrior Princess
62 Turaski, Lily on Sam Mazon
63 05:08 Truett, Lorena on Desert Stormer
Completion Bourne, Brian on Koweta Bobbkat
Completion Engsberg, Sarah H. on SHE James Barnett
Completion Hunter, Teri on Gabriel

Oct 6 2007  50 miles, 21 starting, 14 finishing

1  05:07 Dinkelmann, Adri on Speedman 150/150 BC
2  Davidson, James on Miciah
3  Farris, Mary on Mojo
4  Mullen, Sue A. on Forever Noel
4  Disbrow, Kara on Veinte Corona
6  Godwin, Claire R. on Sundown Reveille
7  Newman, Cheryl on JS Comet
8  Jordan, June on Abis Red Baronn
9  Horst, Laura on SH Embargo
10 Thompson, Megan on Teese
11 Bell, Cynthia on BSF Take AChance
12 Van Deusen, Cheryl on Surprise Masterpiece
12  Whelan, Josie on Southern Rock
12  Junior Clark, Mary Kathryn on KA Mistari